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Review and practice of this section will help you to
master the application, interview and follow-up
process.
It is helpful to complete the practice application and
contact your references, letting them know you are in
the process of job hunting. It also helps to run through
a mock interview using your customized sample
responses with someone else asking you sample
questions. This will solidify the learning process.
Be sure to follow-up after you have applied with a
company. It reminds the employer that you are
interested in the job.
As you start working, remember that the employer was
willing and able to make reasonable accommodations.
It is okay if there are some things that you are unable to
do. Get help if you need. You are worth it. You have a
lot to offer.
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TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES
Hi, my name is _______________, I am calling to see if you are doing any
hiring for a________________? (use name of a specific job)
If yes, ask the following :
What are you looking for?
Listen carefully and ask appropriate questions like:
 Is the job very physical?
 Is there a lot of walking?
 Is there a lot of lifting?
Or whatever concerns you may have with this particular type of job.
If the job sounds okay say:
I am very interested in this position.
I have experience as a __________________ and I am looking for
this kind of position.

Ask questions to determine the primary duties of the job.
Specifically ask questions relating to work conditions.
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TIPS ON COMPLETING APPLICATION FOR EMMany people have difficulty determining what to write for reason for leaving
on the job application.
Be honest, but positive. If you write that you have been fired, lost
job due to an injury or that you left for medical reasons, it gives a
negative impression.

Use positive terms
Suggestions:

 Lay-off
 Career change
 More suitable position
 More money
 Better job
 Relocation
 Reorganization

It is not lying when presenting yourself more positively.
If you were a carpenter and injured your elbow and it is painful for you to use a
hammer, a better job would be any job that did not provoke pain on a
regular basis.
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Because you want to be honest, you will be tempted to write on your
application everything about yourself, please do not.
Remember it is illegal for employers to ask you about illnesses or
disability. If you tell all, you may not get a chance to try returning to
work.

It is human
nature to

For Example:

You have two friends who both want to borrow your new car.
 One of the friends had been in an automobile accident—it was not
his fault, but he was hurt and the car needed a lot of repairs.
 The other friend had a clean driving record.
To whom would you lend the car?
Generally speaking, a person would be less likely to lend the car to someone who
had an accident. This could be called discrimination—since it was not the other
friend’s fault and was just bad luck. Nonetheless, concerns do arise when insurance
and property are involved.
This is very similar to how employer’s choose prospective employees and although
it may not seem fair, the information will affect how a personnel director makes
their employment choices.
The ADA is designed to limit discrimination by making it illegal to ask
disability related questions to applicants.

If you volunteer information that is illegal for the employers to ask, then it
provides information to the employers which will be considered in the
hiring decision and may influence the employer not to hire you.
By focusing on your qualifications, and not disclosing unnecessary details
about your injury or condition, the prospective employer will be
less likely to have concerns that will go against hiring you.
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I am having trouble remembering my exact dates of employment.
This is common– Tips for remembering.
Can you remember how old you were when you started working
there or finished employment?
Was it fall, winter, spring or summer?
If you have children, was it before or after they were born?
Was is before or after you were married?
What kind of car were you driving to work?
Where did you live when you worked there?

If memory fails you, I would suggest you call
your previous employer to get exact dates of employment.
If the business is closed, then use your best estimate.

How do I address the problem of gaps in employment on a job
application?
 On an application, it is difficult to address gaps in employment. This is
best handled in an interview or on a resume.
 Many people have gaps in their work history. Time off to care for
children, ill parents, or return to school is not unusual. Also, it does take
time to find the right job. Sometimes it takes a little time to assess the
right direction.
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 I have a criminal record. Should I mention this on the

application?

Disclosure of criminal records differs in each state. Most of the states
require that if you have been convicted of a felony and if the application
includes this question, that you disclose this information. States have
different regulations as to whether or not a juvenile felony would need to
appear on an application and other regulations regarding expunging of
criminal records and misdemeanors.
Certain types of positions may not be appropriate in light of your criminal
history.
If you have been convicted of theft, then it may not be appropriate to apply
for a locksmith position.
With a history of multiple DUI’s then a driving career may be out of the
question.
A history of drug abuse would probably preclude you from working in a
pharmacy and would need to be disclosed if applying for a nursing or
physician position.
 The job I would like to work in requires bonding. Can I get

bonded if I have a criminal background?

Any ‘at risk’ person including ex-offenders, ex-addicts, welfare recipient,
persons with poor credit, youth lacking a work history, individuals
dishonorably discharged from the military and any other person unable to
secure employment without bonding are eligible for bonding through the
Federal Bonding Program.
To locate the approved Federal Bonding office nearest you:
Call 1-877-872-5627. This national jobs and training referral service can
also direct you to local agencies for other employment related services.
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Checking References

There are two types of references.

 Work References
 Personal References

A work reference involves calling or writing the employers whom you have listed under work
history.

Example:
FORMER EMPLOYERS (LIST BELOW LAST FOUR EMPLOYERS, STARTING WITH LAST ONE FIRST
DATE/MONTH/YEAR

NAME & ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER
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Personal References
Personal references are those listed in the reference section of an application.
Example:
REFERENCES
GIVE BELOW THE NAMES OF THREE PERSONS NOT RELATED TO YOU, WHOM YOU HAVE
KNOWN AT LEAST ONE YEAR
NAME

ADDRESS

TEL.NO.

BUSINESS

YEARS KNOWN

1.
2.

3.

A personal reference is a person that you have chosen to vouch for your
integrity, work performance, ability to get along with others, honesty, values,
dependability, character, and any other concerns that the employer may have
regarding your employability with their company.
A personal reference is generally one of the following::







Personal friends
Clergy
Neighbors
Previous co-workers
Supervisor

I do not have many friends. May I list relatives?
Most companies do not accept references from relatives. It is acceptable
to list people who live in another city which may be relevant if you have
recently moved.
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Personal References

A prospective employer may
ask your personal references
any questions without
restrictions.

Be sure to contact
your references
before listing them
on your application

Prep your references

 Ask them if they would mind being a reference.
 Let them know what type of job you are pursuing.
 Update them on your medical progress and why this would be
a good job for you.
This will help your personal references get a clearer picture of your
abilities and give them a chance to think about what they would say.
Your references may be also be able to provide you with valuable
feedback as well as moral support.

You never know,
your reference may have knowledge
of a job opening that would be just perfect for you.
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Work References
Concerns about what a previous employer will say during a
reference check is one of many job hunters’ greatest fears.

In order to avoid possible charges of libel or discrimination
under the American with Disabilities Act, many prior employers
chose to only disclose to a prospective employer:
Dates of Employment
Whether or not the person is eligible for rehire.

Regardless of Possible Legal Complications:
Some employers will disclose more than what is recommended,
especially if it is a smaller company.

Be sure not to list this employer as a
personal reference
if you are afraid of a bad reference.

It may be worthwhile to have a friend or counselor call or write your
references and try to check them as if they are a prospective employer.
This way you will have a better idea of how your previous employer
may handle a reference check.
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Work References
Sometimes the employer will provide a poor reference outside of recommended
legal guidelines. Unless you are willing to invest time and money into a legal battle
another option to consider is to:

Choose a specific person on your application
as the reference contact.

 Someone with whom you have had a favorable work relationship.
 Pick a person who knows your work and who is able to give the
prospective employer a favorable impression.
 Pick a person with whom you had a good rapport and knows your work.
Suitable work references:

 A Supervisor
 Human Resource Director
 Co-worker

Call the people
whom you would
like to list as a
work references.

Let them know your current status:
Update them about changes that may have occurred in your health, outlook,
or circumstances. Let them know what type of work you are pursuing.
This will prepare the person if they are called for a reference check.
Be sure to thank them for their assistance.
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Work References
Obtaining a clearer picture of what your references
will say may alleviate some of the anxiety
that often accompanies
a termination of employment.

What if my chosen person is not willing to provide a reference—
referring me back to human resources?
Many companies have a policy that prohibits managers or co-workers
from giving out work references.
This policy is usually implemented because the company is afraid of
people in the company disclosing information which is in conflict with
legal guidelines that limit what a previous employer can say to a
prospective employer, thereby exposing the company to a possible
lawsuit.

TO DO LIST

 Obtain a written letter of personal reference from a supervisor or co-worker
and attach it to the job application or resume. (not on company letterhead)

 Bring to the interview copies of positive job evaluations or other documentation
from previous employers which supports your work abilities and work ethics.

 Make a portfolio of your work for the prospective employers’ review.
 Get a letter of reference from someone from another company or customer
whom you serviced as part of your employment.
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Work References
Another option is to send a written reference request to your previous employer. Enclose an
envelope which is stamped and addressed for their convenience.
Sample letter:

July 30, 2001
To Whom It May Concern:
We are considering (your name, social security number) for employment
and are checking her references. Thank you very much for your assistance.
Did (your name) work for your company? If so please note the dates of employment.

Is Ms./Mr. (last name) eligible for rehire? If not, why not.

Comments?

Sincerely,

Joe Trimball,
President
I, authorize the release of this information to (person who is checking references for you).
_____________________________________________________________________
Signature
Date
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What if I Get a Bad Reference?
If the reason that the employer stated you would
be ineligible to be rehired is due to an injury or
illness, it is not necessary or recommended to
disclose details about your physical condition or
reason for termination in the interview.

Why did you leave your last job? Sample interview responses:
 I am looking for a position which is more intellectually

challenging.
 The type of job I worked in was very heavy. I would be better

suited to a job which is not as strenuous.
 I am looking to work in a position that does not require

frequent or constant _______________(standing, climbing,
bending, typing, lifting, etc.).
 The position no longer fit my needs.
 It was a mutual agreement. I was having difficulty with the

physical aspects of the job.


I went back to school so that I could work in a different and
more suitable field.

 I took some time off to re-evaluate/explore my career goals. It

seems like your company may be a good match for me.
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APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT
Fill this

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Date _______________________

PERSONAL INFORMATION

NAME (LAST NAME FIRST)

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

PRESENT ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

PREVIOUS ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

PHONE NO. (

)

EMPLOYMENT DESIRED

POSITION

DATE YOU CAN START

ARE YOU EMPLOYED ——— YES ———-NO

EVER APPLIED TO THIS
COMPANY BEFORE?

SALARY DESIRED

IF SO, MAY WE INQUIRE OF
YOUR PRESENT EMPLOYER

——YES ——-NO

WHERE?

WHEN?

——— YES ——— NO

NAME AND LOCATION OF SCHOOL

YEARS ATTENDED

SUBJECTS

HIGH SCHOOL

COLLEGE
TRADE OR BUSINESS

SUBJECTS OF SPECIAL STUDY/RESEARCH
CERTIFICATIONS
US MILITARY

RANK

FORMER EMPLOYERS (LIST BELOW LAST FOUR EMPLOYERS, STARTING WITH LAST ONE FIRST
DATE/MONTH/YEAR

NAME & ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER

SALARY

REASON FOR LEAVING
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SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS
ARE YOU AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN THE UNITED STATES ———YES ———-NO
(NOTE If you are hired, you wil be required to submit proof of legal right to work in the United States)

CAN YOU PERFORM THE JOB WITH OR WITHOUT REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS?
_______YES _______NO

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN CONVICTED OF A FELONY?
(NOTE: If yes, please explain)

_________YES ________NO

REFERENCES
GIVE BELOW THE NAMES OF THREE PERSONS NOT RELATED TO YOU, WHOM YOU HAVE
KNOWN AT LEAST ONE YEAR

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL.NO.

BUSINESS

YEARS
KNOWN

1.
2.
3.

AGREEMENT: (Please read following statements carefully).
I certify that all information on this application and any other material provided by me is true and complete. I
agree that falsified information on this application shall be grounds for dismissal.
I authorize this Company or its agent to investigate and/or verify all information in this application,
including contacting all person, school, current employer (if applicable), previous employers and other individuals or
entities named herin (and those named on accompayning resume, if any). I hereby authorize my former employers and
other third parties named on this application to release information pertaining to my work record, habits and
performances. In doing so, I hereby release them and the Company and its agents from all liability which may flow
from the release of such information.
I also understand and agree that no representative of the company has any authority to enter into any
agreement for employment for any specified period of time, or to make any agreement contrary to the foregoing, unless
it is in writing and signed by an authorized company representative.

DATE____________________SIGNATURE _____________________________________
INTERVIEWED BY______________________________DATE_______________________
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Resumes
 Do I need a resume?

The primary purpose of a resume
is to obtain an interview.

If you are able to find employers interested in interviewing you
without a resume, then you may not need a resume.
 How is a resume different from an application?

A resume is like a picture of yourself. It presents an image of your
skills, abilities, interests, and experience.

A resume can highlight skills or interests that you would like to use
more in your next position.
An application asks for specific information. Generally an application
asks for previous employment history, education, and references. An
application leaves little room to talk about your interests, goals, or
transferable skills.

If you are changing careers, it is helpful to have a
resume so you can emphasize those skills and
abilities which would be used in another
occupation.
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 What is a transferable skill?**

A transferable skill is a technical term that describes activities that you
have performed in your past jobs that will also be used in a new job.

 How do I know if my resume is any good?

Resumes are a bit like taste buds.
You may like a resume and the person next to you may think it needs revising.
A Good Resume Gets Results!!

A Good Resume Gets Results!

The average human resource director will spend about twenty seconds reading a
resume. In that case, a one page resume summing up your work experience and skills
is preferable.
If your work history is quite involved and you are applying for a higher level position
such as CEO, a longer resume or curriculum vitae may be more appropriate.
If you are applying for a job that requests a scannable resume that means that your
resume will be read by a computer which will be looking to identify buzz words or
words specific to your profession such as CPA or MCP.
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How do I know if I need a scannable resume?
Usually the employer will indicate that they are looking for a scannable resume.
Guidelines for scannable resumes are a little different.




Use of italics, underlining, shadows, bullets and boxes are difficult for the
computer to read and are not recommended.
Use of common fonts such as Times Roman and Courier is recommended.
Avoid use of two column formats and graphics.

 I am not sure how to get started on a resume.
It may help you to look at different resume books to choose the style
you like best.*

 Should I go to a professional resume writer to write my

resume?
It can be helpful to hire a professional resume writer or work with a
vocational or career counselor.
Pick someone who is familiar with the job market and who can
objectively describe your skills and help you in developing an objective.
You can also look at the sample resumes and build your own.
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Bill Thompson
9100 Main Street.
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 956-0199

OBJECTIVE:
PROFILE:

Technical- electrical and Customer Service

Well rounded, courteous, creative, and flexible individual

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS:







Hands on experience with AC/DC circuiting, hydraulics, pneumatics, magnetics
Experience with step up and step down transformers and familiar with Y+ and Delta
Electrical wiring up to box - including 240 x 480 volt electric and 3 phase electric and
controls
A/C experience with thermostats, refrigeration, controls, and solenoids
Computer literate - Windows - Typing - 30 wpm
Team player - good at interpersonal skills

EDUCATION:
St. Petersburg Tech Institue, St. Petersburg, Florida 3.0 GPA
Certified as Industrial Electrician
VICA member - Vocational Industrial Clubs of America
Air Conditioning and Heating
Accomplishments: Rotary scholarship recipient
Public Works Academy, St. Petersburg, Florida

WORK HISTORY:
1999 - 1999

Minute Press., St. Petersburg, Florida
Machine Press Operator
 Assembly line work collecting and stacking phone books

1998 - 1999

Hideaway Grill, St. Petersburg, Florida
 Cook - worked way up from prep to grill cook

1997 - 1998

Town and Country Yacht Club, St. Petersburg, Florida
Maintenance/Housekeeping


1990 - 1995

Maintained facilities - setting up and breaking down banquets

Suncoast Dome, St. Petersburg, Florida
Commissary Manager
 Working supervisor of seven people
 Responsible for scheduling, distribution, manifesting, stocking,
janitorial and maintenance

RELEVANT WORK EXPERIENCE:
American Utilities - Electrician helper

HOBBIES:

Surfing the Internet and cooking
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Bill Thompson had been working in a heavy job as a press operator and
needed to get into something lighter.
His education and skills were listed first since they were his strongest selling
points.
His objective stressed his customer service and technical background with the
hopes that he would be considered for a position in customer service, as a
industrial electrician or light maintenance worker.

Always put your strongest points first!

Why did you leave out dates of education?
Putting in dates of education tips an employer off as to the age of
the applicant.
Also since Bill had some gaps in employment recent history, putting
his education first took the focus off the gap.
The advantage of a resume is that it can help present an applicant’s
positive qualities so that the prospective employer is interested in
interviewing him.
He was offered two positions with this resume.


The first offer was as a telephonic customer service representative
for a major telephone company.



The second was as an assistant maintenance supervisor.
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Mary Lincoln needed to change careers because she had carpal tunnel and would
no longer be able to cut hair all day. We were very specific with her job goal and
stressed her accomplishments.

MARY LINCOLN
OBJECTIVE:

2052 Marietta Road
St Petersburg, Florida 33713
(727) 321-0273
Cosmetology Instructor

PROFILE: Professional, Stable, Self-motivated, and Productive individual

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS:
Licensed cosmetologist
Certified in Joe Blasco make-up
Seasoned manager
Excellent interpersonal skills

WORK HISTORY:
1995 - 2000

Fashion Haircuts - St. Petersburg, Florida
Salon Manager
 Supervised up to 10 person staff - scheduling, hiring and firing
 Organized and led monthly meeting
Accomplishments: Sixth Highest in Sales in Nation
Won Color Competition

1993 - 1995 Sandy Morris Glamour Studio, St. Petersburg, Florida
Make up artist- Stylist

1990 - 1993 Fantastic Sams, St. Petersburg, Florida
Hair stylist

1986 - 1988 Ready Dispatch, St. Petersburg, Florida
Field Representative
Evaluated and trained drivers

PROFESSIONAL LICENSES: Cosmetology - Manhattan Beauty School, Tampa, Florida
Refresher courses in Cosmetology
CPR & First Aid -Manatee Community College, Venice, FL

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: Broadway Productions, St. Petersburg, FL Make-up and casting

HOBBIES: Movies, cooking, and computers
7
(References available upon request)
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